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Abstract. Many software applications produced today have a component, of lesser or greater importance to the structure, 
that is based on database management systems. What is more, this information is generally handled through SQL queries 
embedded in the application code. On the other hand, automatic software testing is normally associated with the testing 
of programs implemented in imperative and structured languages. The problem arises when it comes to unifying 
software tests in programs that manage databases using SQL. The aim of this paper is to get closer to a measurement of 
the coverage of SQL statements and to show how, using this measurement, we might change the testing databases by 
means of completing or deleting information which provides improvements to the measurement, in order to achieve the 
highest possible percentage of coverage of the statements which have access to the database. 
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1. Introduction 

Software Testing is one part of the processes known as Verification and Validation (V&V) [20] in software 
engineering. These processes determine whether the products developed in a particular activity meet their 
require ments and whether the software satisfies the user’s needs and carries out the functions for which it was 
designed [8]. The aim of Software Testing is to discover the hidden faults that may have occurred during the tasks of 
specification, design and programming, to ensure that these faults do not occur and to reduce the cost caused by the 
software throughout the life of the product [16]. 

V&V are expensive processes; it is estimated that they can cost at least 50% of the total cost of the software 
developed. The automation of testing process enables the test cases designed to be more efficiently managed and 
helps to carry out regression tests, though always using test cases designed manually. 

In the case of programs written in imperative languages, the automation of Software Testing is under study from 
various angles, depending on the tests that they are going to carry out: white box or black box [16]. The techniques 
for designing test data can be divided into four categories: 
• Random techniques [17]. 
• Static techniques, applicable to both white [6] and black box tests. [14][15]. These techniques can use heuristics 

[2], which can optimize the generation of test data.  
• Dynamic techniques, used for white box tests [10]. In general, these try to test the coverage of the code. 

Metaheuristic techniques are applied [4]: genetic algorithms applicable to branch coverage [9] [13] [19] and to 
path coverage [11], and simulated annealing [22]. 

• Another type of technique is the combination of static and dynamic techniques [18] [7]. 
However, it is common for a software application written in an imperative language to have components with 

access to databases through SQL statements embedded in the code. The tests to be carried out on these types of 
components  become more comp licated, mainly due to the information contained in the databases and to the SQL 
code itself. The database instances that are used to perform the tests on the software will determine their quality, as 
the situations set out in the queries must be covered, while at the same time avoiding producing undesired results 
[12]. When we talk about the contents of the database, we are not just referring to the fact that the combination of 
the values of tuples, according to the SQL statement, can cover all cases of execution of the query, i.e. it has the 
maximum coverage. There are few studies in the literature that focus on software testing together with databases, 
and the approaches are very different in each case. These are described in Section 2.1. “Work relating to databases 
and Software Testing”. 

The main objectives of the present paper are to: 
• Present an algorithm that aids the carrying-out of software testing of applications with access to databases and 

SQL queries. It aims to obtain a measurement of the percentage of SELECT coverage by means of a database 
loaded with test data. 

• Extract a subset of the tuples that allows the same result as the original information to be obtained. 
• Guide the expert as to the database values needed to increase said percentage of coverage. 

The problems encountered when carrying out tests with databases and SQL statements are set out in more detail 
in Section 2. Additionally, some of the published studies related to this topic are briefly described in subsection 2.1. 
Following this, a way of measuring the coverage of SELECT statements is established in Section 3 along with how 
it is applied. Subsequently, the results of the algorithm on the SELECT statements with a real database are described 
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in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we present the conclusions we have reached, together with future lines of 
research and development. 

2. Databases and testing 

When we perform tests on parts of software that contain access to databases with SQL queries incorporated, we can 
come up against problems or obstacles  which may have various causes: 
• The first task, as well as the first obstacle, is to design the initial loading of instances for the test database. The 

selection of this information is one of the most important steps in obtaining a good set of unit tests. 
• Another problem when designing the loading database is to ensure that the data contained is useful for the 

greatest possible number of statements. 
• The information contained in a database will not be static, but will modify itself through the very same SQL 

statements incorporated in the application code. Therefore, at each stage of carrying out the testing plan, the 
previous one will have an effect as to which data exists at any given moment. 

• As in the case of imperative languages, SQL statements may be given parameters and contain variables and 
constants which intervene in the query itself. Hence, when designing the testing plan, this input must also be 
considered, and test data provided for it. 

• Databases are usually large in size, as they may have many tables and views, and a high number of tuples. All 
this makes it difficult to design a complete set of instances for them. Furthermore, sets of SQL statements can be 
established which act upon specific parts of the information. Because of this, test data for subsets of the database 
can be generated which take into account only the set of statements to be tested and the data which is consistent 
with the structure of the tables. 

• Another of the obstacles overcome lies in judging the efficiency of the unitary test data generated; whether this 
really covers all the possible situations and whether the output obtained through the application of the plan fulfils 
the requirements for which the software was designed; in this case, the SQL statements. 

2.1. Work relating to databases and Software Testing 

A number of studies have been found in the literature relating to the topic of test data generation for databases and 
programs or applications with incorporated SQL statements. Some of these articles are described below. 

One of the studies [21] was carried out by the Microsoft research team. Its aim was to evaluate database 
management systems. In another study [5], a set of valid and invalid data was generated from the structure of the 
database and its constraints at field-level, not the referential integrity An attempt was then made to fill a database 
with this set of data and automatically obtain an initial database. In a further study [3], the prototype of a tool is 
presented whose function is to facilitate testing of applications with a database. This consists of various components 
that will enable the generation of input data to fill a database, respecting integrity constraints and taking into account 
the SQL queries of the application. Once it has obtained the output, this is compared with the expected results and 
the final state of the database is checked. According to the indications, so far only the first component has been 
developed. Finally, another study shows how to generate instances for databases from the semantics of the SQL 
statements of a program [23]. 

It can be seen that, perhaps owing to the problems outlined above, there are not many studies related to this topic, 
and further, that the approach of each of the authors is quite different from the others. 

3. Measurement of coverage 

As mentioned in the previous section, one of the problems encountered when performing tests of SQL statements 
and databases is that of judging the efficiency of the plan of the tests proposed. This means that, given an SQL 
statement with data from the database, is it possible to know whether all the possibilities of the query are covered? 

As a solution, we propose a way of measuring the coverage based on the method used traditionally with 
imperative languages: multiple condition coverage [16], whereby all the combinations of the conditions have to take 
the values true and false. 

Given the variety of SQL statements that we can find in an application, we have restricted the algorithm for the 
case SELECT queries according to the grammar in BNF notation, a simplification of that specified in SQL3 [1]. 

The conditions to be evaluated in a SELECT statement are extracted from the expressions in the FROM which 
included JOIN clauses and WHERE.. 

When the operands are columns, the problem that arises when evaluating the expressions is that we are not 
dealing with operations within a single pair of values, but with operations within sets of values. Therefore each 
value in the column or field of the first term must be compared with each of the values of the field of the second 
term of the expression.  

In these cases, the result of an expression will not be true or false for pairs of values.  
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Two cases of SELECT queries are shown in Fig. 1. In the example on the left, the evaluation for the expression 
will be between two columns of two tables; in the example on the right, a SELECT statement with an expression 
formed by a column of a table and a literal is shown. 

 

SELECT <select list>          SELECT <select list> 

FROM tablei LEFT JOIN tablej      FROM tablei 

   ON (tablei.fieldi <OP> tablej.fieldj)     WHERE tablei.fieldi <OP> literal 

 
Where <OP> can represent any operator {‘=’, ‘!=’, ‘<’, ‘>’, ‘<=’, ‘>=’}. 

Fig. 1. Examples of SELECT queries. 

We suggest the following evaluation in these cases: 
1. Some of the tuples of tablei and tablej that make the condition true with its corresponding values in fieldi and 

fieldj. Therefore in this case the evaluation of the expression is TRUE. 
2. A tuple of tablei and any of the tuples of tablej, the condition is never made true with the values of fieldi and fieldj 

respectively. Therefore, in this case, the evaluation of the expression is FALSE. 
3. A tuple of tablei, and a literal, so that they make the condition true with the value of fieldi. In this case, the 

expression is TRUE. 
4. For a tuple of table i, with the value of fieldi, the condition is never made true for any literal. In this case, the 

expression is FALSE. 
In SELECT , statements can be various expressions, and each one will be evaluated, according to the values of the 

fields and literals, with the values TRUE and FALSE. For the evaluation of all, a tree is created in which each level 
represents an expression. Should there be more, each node will have two sub-nodes, one of which will evaluate the 
following expression when that of the current node is TRUE, and the other when it is FALSE. After evaluating the 
tree, the coverage may be established, and also therefore the multiple condition coverage taking into account the 
expressions of the SELECT query. The percentage of coverage is calculated according to the number of possible 
combinations of values in the expressions and the number of combinations found in the evaluation, using the 
following formula: 
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where: 
n: number of levels of the evaluation tree; this is the number of expressions of the query. 
p: number of possible values that a expression can adopt once it is evaluated, which in the present measurement 

will have two values. 
e: number of cases (elements of a node) that it has been possible to evaluate. 
Once it has been established how to measure the coverage of a SELECT query, the algorithm is applied to a 

group of queries on a database used to perform the tests for a real application. The algorithm will take as inputs: 
• Expressions that form part of the SELECT. The evaluation tree will be formed on the basis of these expressions. 
• Database structure: tables and columns that appear in the query; these are necessary in order to take into account 

constraints such as null values. 
• Information or tuples from the tables; these will be the values used for the evaluation of the expressions. 

The outputs automatically obtained by the process are: 
1. Consulting at each node the values of the expressions (TRUE and FALSE), the percentage of the SELECT 

coverage can be determined, achieving 100% coverage if all the possible values have been verified. 
2. Bearing in mind the evaluation tree, nodes can be determined for which no values have been obtained. By 

observing the expression associated with the node, their parents information, the database structure and the 
tuples, the expert can be guided in finding the information missing from the test database to cover all cases. 

3. During the running of the algorithm, an outline is generated of those tuples evaluated that generate new values for 
the expressions. By revising these annotations, a subset of tuples can be obtained which supply the same results 
as the original information, and which can drastically reduce the size of the test database. 

4. Case study 

The database used for testing was supplied by a company in the steel industry as the loading database of an 
application developed as a result of a research project between the company and the University of Oviedo. 
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4.1. Description 

One of the company’s departments deals with managing the lamination rolls used in the rolling mills for the 
manufacture of sheet steel. Each roll always works in the same mill, where the rolls are arranged in boxes, so that a 
mill may consist of one or more boxes, in which there are various rolls. After a certain period of usage in the boxes, 
the rolls become worn and must be repaired; they are hence removed from the boxes and replaced by others. 

 

,Mill Box , Roll
roll

type_mill
num_roll
...

mill

type_mill
...

box

type_mill
code_box
...

 

Fig. 2. E-R model and primary keys. 

Fig. 2 shows the E-R model in which information on the mills, boxes and rolls are related, along with the tables 
associated with each entity and their fields representing the primary keys. The SQL query programmed to obtain the 
information about all of the mills, with their respective boxes and rolls is  

“SELECT * FROM (mill LEFT JOIN box ON mill.type_mill=box.type_mill)  
LEFT JOIN roll ON (box.type_mill=roll.type_mill) AND (box.code_box=roll.cod_box)” 

As regards the database used for loading, it is worth highlighting the large amount of information, i.e. the number 
of registers it contains: 20 mills, 21 boxes and 1170 rolls. On running the query, the number of tuples resulting from 
the SELECT is 1186. 

4.2. Measure of the coverage 

The algorithm is applied to this query. The expressions considered are those within the two “joins”, so an evaluation 
tree will be created with three levels, one for each condition.  

The most important is how the evaluation of the query is performed. It is carried out by going over the tuples in 
the tables referred to in the expressions at each level of the tree. The evaluation will end when all the states of the 
tree have been verified, i.e. when 100% coverage has been achieved or when there are no more values to be 
compared. For a given node of the tree, the tuples of the first term are taken one after another, each one taking the 
tuples of the second term one at time, or else the literal value is taken. The expression evaluated is the one with the 
pair of corresponding values: 
• If the result turns out to be TRUE, those tuples, from both the first and second terms, are fixed in order to 

evaluate the expressions of lower levels of the tree, by the branch at which the condition is fulfilled. 
• If the result is NOT TRUE the following tuple of the second term is selected, and if all have already been 

evaluated and the result was in each case NOT TRUE, the condition works out to be FALSE. In this case, only 
the tuple from the first term is fixed in order to evaluate the expressions of the lower levels of the tree, by the 
branch at which the condition is not fulfilled. 
It is important to fix the tuples, because the same tables, or even the same fields, could appear again at lower 

levels, and it is necessary to keep the values of a tuple for the evaluation of all the expressions. 
In the test performed, the first result obtained is that 100% coverage is not achieved, only 86%. 
The evaluation tree generated in this case is shown in Fig. 3. 
As can be observed in the evaluation tree, the expression “box.code_box=roll.code_box”, in two nodes of the 

evaluation tree, is never FALSE. This might be interpreted as all boxes and rolls that, despite having a different 
“mill type”, have the same “box type” as any rolls, though boxes and mills might be not laminating and thus rolls 
not working. 

With the information handled, all situations are not covered, so it is necessary to add new test cases to the 
database: rolls without an associated box or boxes with “mill code” and “box code” which do not correspond to any 
rolls. 
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cond not  cond

not condcondnot condcond

true false!true

39921 10

true false!true

179936577 6

true false!true

694872 0

true false!true

194 1

true false!true

194 1

true false!true

69480720 0

true false!true

17993065770 60

mill.type_mill=box.type_mill

box.code_box=roll.code_box

box.type_mill=roll.type_mill

 
Fig. 3. Evaluation tree. 

4.3. Simplification of tuples 

With the number of records being handled, and the number of comparisons that need to be performed for the 
evaluation, it is extremely complicated to determine new tuples that avoid producing this result. To simplify matters, 
we can make use of the outline of the algorithm where the values of the tables that have been significant in the 
evaluation are indicated; the same result of coverage percentage would be obtained with these. 

For the tables “mill”, “roll” and “box”, only the following entries will be necessary: 
 

MILL BOX ROLL 
name_mill type_mill code_box name_box type_mill code_box num_roll type_mill 

AP. TANDEM 1 TAN1A F0 CAJA F0 ACTF0 F0 F211 ACTF0 
DESCASCAR. DES42 F1 CAJA F1 ACTF6 F3 1569 ACTF6 
ACABADOR F0 ACTF0 1 DESC VERT  DES42 1 K001 SKINP 
ACA F1/F6 ACTF6  
SKINPASS SKINP1 

 

 
Obviously, the number of records for each table is much lower than in the original; the number of rows returned 

by the query is only five, and the execution of the algorithm with this data is much quicker. 

4.4. Completing test data 

As we mentioned earlier, after simplify the data, the situation is still the same: in principle, the test database would 
appear to be incomplete because total coverage is not achieved. But now, the volume of information is more 
manageable and in view of the results and the database information, it can be clearly observed that all the “box 
code” (code_box) in the “box” table are associated with a “box code” in the “roll” table, even though the “mill type” 
(type_mill) is not the same. To achieve 100% coverage, it would be necessary to add a tuple to the “box” table 
which had, in “mill type” and “box code”, values that were different to any of those present in the “roll” table. For 
example, adding a box whose “code_box” is “F5”, “name_box” is “CAJA F5” and “type_mill” is “ACAAP”. 

To maintain the constraints, it is necessary to manually include a record in the “mill” where “type mill” 
(type_mill) is the same as “type mill” in the new box added before. 

With these insertions, the evaluation tree would evaluate the expressions to all possible values and with all the 
combinations, and the coverage of the query would be 100%. 

Another fault that shows up is that all the rolls have a “box code”, even though this code does not figure in the 
table “box”. This means that the information will not be valid or fulfil the specifications. This would be a problem 
of database design and would need to be solved by means of including the field “box code” as a foreign key of the 
table “box” in the table “roll”, or by controlling these situations by code, with triggers or stored procedures. 

5. Conclusions and future work 

To end this article, we will point out various conclusions we have reached. Firstly, due to its being the most 
important objective we had to consider, we have established a measurement for the coverage of SQL queries, 
specifically, for the case of SELECT, which is an indicator that helps to improve designed test data, similarly the 
measure ment for coverage of imperative languages. 

In the tests performed, it was found that even with a lot of real data at our disposal, 100% coverage is not 
achieved, due to incomplete information. Therefore, having lots of information does not imply having a complete 
database. 

                                                                 
1 This record is included manually to maintain referential integrity with the table “roll”. 
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Furthermore, by tracing the evaluation tree the databases become simplified, which is useful for creating smaller 
databases and for discovering which information would have to be added to make them complete, given that it is 
easier with a few items of data to find which are missing than with a large amount of information. Decreasing the 
number of records in the tables leads to the detection of database design problems . 

The points that we have established and which will influence future work are: 
On the one hand, increasing the complexity of the statements and carrying out more studies that would confirm 

the results obtained so far. The tests performed are not complete, as they take isolated SQL statements, which of 
course do not constitute an application even though they form part of one. The complexity of the queries also 
implies the inclusion of parameters in the WHERE clause. 

On the other hand, although the structure of the database is taken into account, not all its information is exploited. 
It could be used to improve the information supplied as output data, as well as equipping the tool with an intelligent 
algorithm that would enable the detection of the specific cases needed, as well as those cases which, even if we tried 
to add them to the database, would not be incorporated due to constraints in the tables. 

Another point to be studied is a new way of measuring coverage, possibly also based on other traditional 
measurements of coverage in imperative languages, such as decision/condition coverage or incorporating different 
concepts. 
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